
Niche and stylish 
Ett Hem
Its name says it all, “Ett Hem” or “A Home”. This hotel is not a usual 
hotel, it is a former private residence redesigned by acclaimed 
interior designer Ilse Crawford and has been featured on the 
popular Netflix TV-series Abstract: The Art of Design. This is a 
beautifully and smartly designed Scandinavian home away from 
home. etthem.se

Grand Hôtel Stockholm
The Grand Hôtel Stockholm is the only member of the Leading Hotels 
of the World in Sweden. The hotel overlooks the Royal Palace and 
the Old Town and offers 24 conference- and banqueting rooms. The 
exclusive restaurant Mathias Dahlgren and the Grand Hôtel Spa by 
Raison d’Etre are right next door. grandhotel.se

Diplomat
Hotel Diplomat possesses the most seductive interior and exteri-
or. On the inside, you will find precious ‘Art Nouveau’ gems and 
sophisticated Scandinavian decor. On the outside, your eyes 
will be enticed by the views over Nybroviken and Stockholm’s 
waterfront. diplomathotel.com/stockholm

Lydmar Hotel 
Lydmar is simple, straightforward and intentionally informal. The 
look and feel of this boutique hotel fits right in between minimalism 
and maximalism, right on the corner of contemporary and classic. 
lydmar.com

Bank Hotel
In August 2018, one of the city’s most beautiful buildings was resur-
rected as an exclusive boutique hotel.  Set in an early 20th-century 
building that was once a bank, this hotel has 115 hotel rooms, 
with many offering terraces, as well as a collection of bespoke 
restaurants and bars. Top Swedish interior stylists Ida Lauga and 

Lo Biurlf created the contemporary aesthetics throughout the 
rooms and suites, weaving in elements of Bank Hotel’s history, 
city and waterways. stureplansgruppen.se

Sparrow
The Sparrow Hotel is the newest addition to the Grand Group. The 
French inspired boutique hotel with chic interiors and a genuine 
French Bistro & Wine bar is located on Östermalm, close to the city 
pulse. thesparrow.se

The Winery 
The Winery Hotel is the world’s first combined urban winery and
boutique hotel. This uniquely conceptual place was designed for
wine lovers by wine lovers. Here you will find an exquisite selection 
of imported wines from prominent wine houses as well on-demand 
homemade concoctions from the in-house shop. Come here to 
indulge and amplify your gustatory senses. thewineryhotel.se

Hobo
Hobo is a hotel for the curious and daring souls. It was designed 
by the same people behind the ever-trendy Hotel Michelberger 
and 25h Bikini Hotel in Berlin. Hobo is part of Urban Escape 
Stockholm, a new innovation-driven street block emerging be-
tween Hamngatan, Regeringsgatan and Brunkebergstorg. Hobo 
is part of the rebirth of one of the most interesting and central 
corners of Stockholm. hobo.se
 
Pop House Stockholm
This four-star hotel is ideal for the hardcore music aficionados or
just the casual music admirers. Pop House is dedicated to Swedish 
popular music. It is the host of the world-renowned exhibition
ABBA The Museum, which presents the story of Sweden’s largest
pop group of all time. Located in Djurgården, it is the perfect  
in-between of relaxation and closeness to the city’s pulse.  
pophouse.se

Stockholm – a medley of hotels
There are 8,500 hotel rooms within 10-minute walk of the city’s Central Station and more than 
37,000 hotel rooms in the Greater Stockholm Area. And the number just continues to grow.  
Despite of their stylistic differences most of these hotels share close-to-heavenly in-house  
restaurants, and breakfast included in the room rate. Free, high speed internet access is standard.  
Here is a selection of some of the newest and most conceptual hotel developments in Stockholm.
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All about design
At Six
At Six is fresh and new, it is one of those spots that you want to be 
spotted at. Here, the attention to detail is everywhere, specially 
in their one-of-a-kind, ambitious music lounge which has been as 
meticulously curated as an actual art gallery and is frequented by 
local and international music influencers on a weekly basis. 
hotelatsix.com 

Haymarket
Haymarket transports you back in time to the glamour, the deca-
dence and the electrifying vibrancy of the 1920s. Its halls are made 
of monochrome, gold, art deco, cocktails and jazz. There is nothing 
nostalgic about this place, it is rather a contemporary celebration of 
a timeless era/epoch. It’s no wonder this place is a favorite amongst 
Stockholmers. scandichotels.se/haymarket-ny-scandic
 
Nobis Hotel
On the historic Norrmalmstorg Square, Nobis Hotel offers an oasis 
of calmly luxurious Scandinavian design. Casual elegance, contem-
porary timelessness and durable quality are some of the virtues that 
distinguish the hotel interior. Nobis houses several restaurants and a 
coctail bar, Guldbaren (The Gold bar), that is just as glamorous as it 
sounds with its gold-framed mirrors covering the walls and ceiling.   
nobishotel.se

Miss Clara
At Miss Clara you will stay in one of Stockholm’s most treasured Art 
Nouveau buildings, right in the heart of the city. Characteristic traits in 
the original architecture have been interpreted into new contemporary 
expressions, distinguished by soft and graceful organic lines and use 
of solid natural materials. missclarahotel.com

Clarion Sign
Clarion Hotel Sign was designed by well-known architect Gert 
Wingårdh. Design is featured everywhere in this building. From its 
granite and glass facade meant to reflect the buzzing street life to 
its rooms which are represented by world famous icons in classic 
design such as Bruno Mathsson, Alvar Aalto and Poul Wolther.
nordicchoicehotels.se/clarion-hotel-sign

Nordic Light
One of the first design hotels in Stockholm, Nordic Light Hotel 
uses the interplay of lights to design the confident, smart, creative 
personality of the hotel.  The hotel is located in central Stockholm, 
right next to Stockholm Central Station and the Arlanda Express.  
nordiclighthotel.com

New and exciting
Ellery Beach House (September 2020) 
Stockholm’s one and only beach resort, located 20 minutes from
the city center. The cozy beach house and resort features 122
rooms and meeting spaces. Its a place where nature, sea and
beach meet paddle, pools, people, music, design and art.  
ellerybeachhouse.com

Villa Dagmar (2021) 
Centrally located in picturesque and dynamic neighborhoods,
Villa Dagmar is the sister property to the more classic Hotel
Diplomat and part of the legendary food hall of Östermalm. This
luxurious boutique hotel will feature 70 rooms and suites, meeting 
and event spaces, spa, a flower shop and a restaurant.
hotelvilladagmar.com 

Royal relics 
Görvälns Slott
Görvälns Slott checks all the boxes. It is surrounded by mystical 
Nordic nature, its closest neighbor is no other than the breath-
taking lake Mälaren and Galleriet, the castle’s award-winning 
restaurant, is a culinary must. And their rooms are extravagant 
masterpieces in their own right. gorvalnsslott.se

Ulfsunda Slott
Ulfsunda Slott is Stockholm’s nearest castle, just 15 minutes away 
from the city’s downtown area. A modern castle adorned with ex-
quisite timeless design its wine cellar replete with exquisite vintage 
wines from Champagne Hat et Sons, Sweden’s only champagne. 
Exquisite, exquisite, exquisite. ulfsundaslott.se

Hesselby Slott
Hesselby Slott  is a castle ran by music lovers and partly owned 
by renowned Swedish musician, Tomas Ledin. This place has 
a melodic spirit to say the least. It is a place for conferences, par-
ties, for relaxing or for singing at the top of your lungs without 
anybody judging. hesselbyslott.se

Häringe Slott
Häringe Slott is a lifestyle hotel with a penchant for decadence 
and eccentricity. Movie stars, billionares, kinds, estraders, 
primed sons and many other interesting people have come here 
throughout the decades to indulge, to party and to escape in 
a royal fashion. Here, the walls are packed with photo art and 
scream of more is more while the speakers play eclectic jazz in the 
background. Located a 30 minute car ride south of Stockholm.
haringeslott.se

Wallet-friendly
Generator
Generator is here to prove that hostels can be accessible while still be-
ing beautiful and functional. It has become Europe’s fastest growing 
hostel brand. Generator is design-led, stylish, cool, affordable and 
built to create interesting and soulful social spaces and events. Come 
here to hang, chill, have a good time and sleep on a bespoke bed 
unlike any other hostel bed you have ever slept on. 
generatorhostels.com

Hotel Sofo
Hotel Sofo is one of the latest lodging additions to Stockholm’s south-
ern hemisphere, Södermalm. Sofo Hotel is an incomparable bargain 
specially taking under consideration its killer location right in the heart 
of one of the most sought-after and trendy areas of the city. 
sofo-hotel.com

Hotel With/Urban Deli
Hotel With exudes underground cool vibes. It is literally cool and 
literally underground, located downstairs from a full scale Urban 
Deli with a restaurant, a food hall and rooftop park. The hotel 
itself is a new age refuge from evil noise and sunlight while its 
upstairs surroundings sizzle with life from morning till the crack 
of dawn. hotelwith.se

Motel L
Motel L has very high standards and (relatively) very low prices. Its 
bold and photo-friendly interior was done by popular designer Lisa 
Bengtsson, who is famous for her stylish and playful illustrations and 
pattern designs. Trust us when we say you will want to pose in front of 
the wallpapers she has created for this space. ligula.se/motel-l/
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For the whole family
Downtown camper by Scandic
Downtown Camper by Scandic 
In the very heart of Stockholm, Scandic has opened a new signature 
hotel for urban explorers. Enter the world of Downtown Camper, an 
inspiring lifestyle hotel with an atmosphere that fosters togetherness, 
creativity and curiosity and fuels an urge to explore.  
scandichotels.se/downtown-camper-by-scandic

Elite Marina Tower
Elite Hotel Marina Tower is located in a historic mill building on the 
waterfront, overviewing Stockholm’s inlet, where the city and the 
archipelago meet. Come here to relax and unwind while gazing 
at Djurgården from not so afar. For further and more metaphysical 
relaxation the hotel also offers a sumptuous spa, a pool, a Jacuzzi, a 
sauna and a gym. End the day snuggling in extra spacious and com-
fy rooms meant for the whole family, your loved ones will love them.  
elite.se/hotel-marina-tower

Royal Viking
Isn’t every kid’s dream to stay at a place called the Royal Viking? It 
probably is. And, talking about kids, this contemporary elegant hotel 
is here to please both full-grown adults and the mini adults. Its restau-
rant serves fine seafood cuisine and also provides a kid’s menu. The 
hotel’s facilities also include a wellness center, a jacuzzi, a solarium, 
both indoor and outdoor swimming pools and you guessed it, a kid’s 
pool as well. radissonblu.com/royalvikinghotell-stockholm

Scandic Talk
The hotel is located right next to Stockholms largest exhibition center 
and its parking lot are both mega spacious which means there is 
room for everyone here. The rooms are roomy and the venues are 
child-friendly. You can relax at their Urban Bistro while the kids do 
their thing at the playground next door or you can hop up to the19th 
floor to their Skybar where the view is superb and the atmosphere is 
beyond cozy. scandichotels.se/scandic-talk

Conference hotels
Clarion Hotel Stockholm
Clarion Hotel Stockholm has a modern, international atmosphere 
and is the perfect setting for board meetings, conferences, events 
or gala dinners. The hotel is located on the island of Södermalm, 7 
minutes distance from the Central Station by public transport. In the 
trendy Södermalm district you will find a large number of restaurants, 
shopping, galleries and new design. clarionstockholm.com 

Courtyard by Marriot Stockholm
The Courtyard by Marriott Stockholm is located on the island of Kung-
sholmen. For meetings and social events, the Courtyard by Marriott 
Stockholm is equipped with over 1,000 m2 of conference space con-
sisting of a 370 m2 dividable ballroom and multiple break-out rooms.
marriott.com/hotels
 
Raddison Blu Stockholm Waterfront
The hotel is part of one of Europe’s most dynamic and fastest growing 
hotel chains and is privileged to have one of the most spectacular 
locations of the city, adjacent the new congress venue Stockholm 
Waterfront Congress Centre. Radisson Blu Stockholm Waterfront is a 
natural meeting point. radissonblu.com/waterfronthotel-stockholm 
 
Sheraton Stockholm Hotel 
The Sheraton Stockholm Hotel is a deluxe international hotel. It ś ex-
ceptional location provides views over lake Mälaren, the Old Town, 
and the City Hall. The hotel offers 15 modern and elegant conference 
rooms of varying sizes. sheratonstockholm.com
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